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1. Introduction 

Fatigue may originate from peripheral or central causes, thus being “physical” or 
“cognitive” (mental) in nature. Some authors also put forward the concepts “primary” or 
“secondary” fatigue (DeLuca, 2005). It may be that the different dimensions of fatigue have 
different neurobiological and neurophysiological correlates (see also Chaudhuri and Behan, 
2000; 2004). The big problem, however, is that in-depth analyses of different types of fatigue 
have yet to be performed. 

In this paper we focus on cognitive, or mental, fatigue (Johansson & Rönnbäck, 2012; 

Rönnbäck & Hansson, 2004), which in some cases can be long-lasting after meningitis or 

encephalitis. According to the International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10), 

the cognitive symptoms are covered by the diagnoses “mild cognitive disorder” or 

“neurasthenia” and according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th 

edition (DSM-IV) (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) they are included in the group of 

“mild neurocognitive disorders”. According to the diagnostic classification by Lindqvist and 

Malmgren (1993), the symptoms belong to the “astheno-emotional syndrome”. 

The fatigue that we describe is characterized by a pronounced fatigability that may appear 
even after moderate mental activity. Characteristically the recovery time after being 
exhausted is long. We discuss diagnostics and we extend our previously proposed cellular 
mechanisms underlying this mental fatigue in brain disorders (Rönnbäck & Hansson, 2004) 
and suggest that functions of the supporting systems, namely the glial cells, in the brain are 
out of balance. Thus, dysfunction in the blood-brain barrier (BBB) permeability (see Abbott 
et al, 2006) due to inflammatory activity with microglial activation and the production of 
cytokines might be responsible for an attenuated astroglial fine-tuning and support of the 
neuronal glutamate signalling, which is of utmost importance for information processing in 
the brain. 
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2. Symptoms associated with the mental fatigue 

A number of symptoms often appear in relation to the mental fatigue. These are noise- and 
light sensitivity, irritability, affect-lability, stress-intolerance and headache (table 1). 

 DECREASED CONCENTRATION CAPACITY 

 SUBJECTIVE MEMORY DISTURBANCE 

 NOISE SENSITIVITY 

 LIGHT SENSITIVITY 

 AFFECT LABILITY 

 IRRITABILITY 

 STRESS SENSITIVITY 

 SLEEP DISTURBANCE 

 HEAD ACHE 

Table 1. Symptoms often accompanying the mental fatigue in CNS infections/ 
inflammations or brain disorders. 

3. Mental fatigue and depression 

Fatigue and depression are important topics, to some degree overlapping as fatigue is on 

one hand a dominant symptom of and on the other hand, has been considered a risk factor 

for depression (Johnson et al., 1996). There is evidence supporting the idea that states of 

fatigue present variations of depression, while other studies argue for a more pure fatigue 

state, with little overlap with depression. Many studies on brain injury report increased 

susceptibility to depression after the injury, even if fatigue is also very common (Ashman et 

al., 2004; Silver et al., 2009; Whelan-Goodinson et al., 2009). Depression and mental fatigue 

can occur alone, but they sometimes occur simultaneously in states of CNS inflammation, 

infection or degeneration. The two states may overlap in symptomatology, but the core 

symptoms included in depression and mental fatigue, respectively, are different. Mental 

fatigue is mostly related to concentration and attention, especially over time, and is 

dependent on the degree of mental load. The fatigue fluctuates over the day, and the 

recovery period after mental exhaustion is mostly un-proportionally long. Persons suffering 

from depression, on the other hand, present low-spiritedness and a decreased interest in 

their surroundings. Many also find it difficult to feel pleasure. These persons may even 

experience fatigue but mostly throughout the day (see also Lerdal et al., 2011). The long-

term mental problems after a well rehabilitated infection or inflammation in the CNS may 

relate to mental fatigue, as depression, if present, usually alleviates after some period while 

the mental fatigue persists. 

Our hypothesis includes a tentative explanation on the basis of transmitter pathophysiology 

that persons suffering from long-lasting mental fatigue may be more vulnerable to 

depression (see below and figure 3).  

4. On the diagnostics of mental fatigue 

4.1 Assessment of mental fatigue: In clinical practice, fatigue is often noticed, but not 
always as important and central as it could be. This may be due to that it is subjective and 
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there are limited possibilities to assess it objectively. Therefore, the problems caused by 
mental fatigue have not until now generated any extensive research. Mental fatigue is 
treated by many professionals as an issue of secondary importance.  

As mental fatigue has such a great impact on many functions, it is important to consider the 
problem from a wide perspective and to look at the issue with an open mind, in order to 
develop an understanding of the cause of the problem. Mental fatigue is something specific, 
but it is easy to misunderstand this symptom. It could be mistaken for apathy if the person 
has difficulties with getting things done during the day, is not interested in learning new 
things and is not doing things that interest him or her. However, these problems, instead, 
could be the result of low energy levels, as is typical for mental fatigue. In this state it might 
be too exhaustive to carry out activities that demand a high degree of concentration, as 
talking to friends, reading and learning new things. 

4.1.1 Self-assessment of mental fatigue 

Fatigue is usually assessed as a subjective problem with self-report questionnaires, and there 
are many self-assessment scales trying to catch different forms of fatigue in various states or 
diseases. As life-prolonging therapy exists for persons with HIV/AIDS, chronic fatigue is 
one disabling symptom among these persons. A 56-item self-report instrument was 
developed by Pence and co-workers (2008) to specifically describe HIV-related fatigue with 
the aim to measure the intensity and consequences of fatigue as well as the circumstances 
surrounding fatigue in people living with HIV.  

We focused on the mental fatigue which we consider as the limitation for work and social 
activities in different infectious and inflammatory CNS diseases and we constructed a self-
assessment scale partly adapted from Rödholm et al (2001). This self-reported questionnaire 
contains 15 questions which cover the most common symptoms occurring after brain injury 
(TBI) (King et al., 1995). The selection of items is based on many years of clinical experience 
and reports (Lindqvist & Malmgren, 1993). The questions include symptoms reported early 
on, as well as a long time after a brain injury or neurological diseases. The questions relate to 
fatigue in general, lack of initiative, mental fatigue, mental recovery, concentration 
difficulties, memory problems, slowness of thinking, sensitivity to stress, increased tendency 
to become emotional, irritability, sensitivity to light and noise, decreased or increased sleep 
as well as 24-hour variations.  

The items are based on common activities and the estimation relates to intensity, frequency 
and duration with exemplified alternatives. The intention was to make the scale more 
consistent between individuals and also between ratings for the same individual. Each item 
comprises examples of common activities to be related to four response alternatives. A 
higher score reflects more severe symptoms. A rating of 0 corresponds to normal function, 1 
indicates a problem, 2 a pronounced symptom and 3 a maximal symptom. It is also possible 
to provide an answer which falls in between two scores (see example below). 

Example of a question from the self-assessment scale of mental fatigue. 

Mental fatigue 

Does your brain become fatigued quickly when you have to think hard? Do you become 
mentally fatigued from things such as reading, watching TV or taking part in a conversation 
with several people? Do you have to take breaks or change to another activity? 
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0 I can manage in the same way as usual. My ability for sustained mental effort is not 
reduced. 

0.5  
1 I become fatigued quickly but am still able to make the same mental effort as before. 
1.5  
2 I become fatigued quickly and have to take a break or do something else more often 

than before. 
2.5  
3 I become fatigued so quickly that I can do nothing or have to abandon everything after a 

short period (approx. five minutes). 

The self-assessment scale for mental fatigue and related items was evaluated. Significant 
correlations were found between all the 14 questions (24-hour variation was not included as 
only ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses were measured). The 14 questions had adequate internal 
consistency. The Cronbach’s alpha scale was used, giving a reliability coefficient of 0.944 
(Johansson, et al., 2009). This indicates that the core problem with mental fatigue comprises 
a broader spectrum of relevant items with either primary or secondary symptoms. The 
response alternatives are refined in such a way as to make the self reports more consistent. 
This might have resulted in a more definite deviation from the healthy controls (the scale 
can be downloaded at www.mf.gu.se).  

Many participants gave spontaneous comments on the scale as it includes important, key 
items which had previously been confusing for them. From a clinical viewpoint, the self-
assessment scale can be a valuable therapeutic tool for the patient as it can clearly describe 
mental fatigue and common symptoms which co-occur. A better understanding of the 
problem is a very good starting point for further treatment (see also below). The self 
assessment scale may be valuable even for people with infectious or inflammatory CNS 
diseases and we hope that this scale will facilitate research on the prevalence, etiology and 
consequences of mental fatigue among persons suffering from diseases or disorders in the 
CNS. 

4.1.2 Cognitive tests 

With the intention of finding sensitive neuropsychological tests to assess mental fatigue, we 
chose tests measuring information processing speed (the time required to execute a 
cognitive task within a finite time period) (DeLuca & Kalmar, 2007), attention, working 
memory, verbal fluency and reading speed. The tests were digit symbol-coding from the 
WAIS-III NI (Wechsler, 2004), measuring information processing speed. Attention and 
working memory, both auditory and visual, were measured by means of the digit span and 
spatial span (Wechsler, 2004). Both tests included repetition of forward series of random 
numbers or blocks in order as well as in reverse. The verbal fluency test (FAS) measures the 
ability to generate as many words as possible beginning with a specific letter within one 
minute (Ellis et al., 2001). Parts A and B of the Trail Making Test (TMT), (Reitan & Wolfson, 
1985) were used to measure visual scanning, divided attention and motor speed (Lezak et 
al., 2004). The test consists of a series of connect-the-circle tasks. The tasks in part A is to 
connect the circles in a sequence with a numerical order of 1 to 25. Part B comprise letters 
and digits in alternating numerical and alphabetical order, which have to be completed as 
quickly as possible. In order to evaluate higher demands such as dual tasks, a series of new 
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tests was constructed with three and four factors, respectively. The same number of circles 
(25) was used in all parts. The alternation between factors was similar to part B but months 
was added in part C and both months and days of the week in chronological order in part D. 
In the latter, the order of letters and digits was changed. The reading speed was measured 
using the DLS reading speed test used for the screening of dyslexia (Madison, 2003).  

After TBI information processing speed and attention tasks were found to be most sensitive 
and were significantly decreased compared to healthy control, while no such effect was 
found for both visual and auditory working memory. The subjective rating of mental fatigue 
and related symptoms was primarily linked to processing speed and attention and 
processing speed was found to be the primary predictor for mental fatigue. The total sum of 
scores also correlated significantly with percentages for sick leave (Johansson, et al., 2009). 
Information processing speed is also the cognitive function most likely to be affected after a 
brain injury (Frencham et al., 2005; Madigan et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2000).  

The self-assessment scale in combination with tests that primarily measure information 
processing speed and a high cognitive load on attention might make it possible to evaluate 
problems described by patients with mental fatigue, as subjective mental fatigue at least 
after mild TBI and TBI are suggested to primarily correlate with objectively measured 
information processing speed. If cognitive decline within these neuropsychological regions 
are evident, the mental loading can be even higher.  

We now turn to the cellular level to visualise what happens during a mental process. We 
focus on the glutamate signalling under normal conditions and in disorders, preferentially 
infections or inflammations within the CNS, when the astroglial support is attenuated. 

5. Astroglial support of neuronal glutamate signaling (figures 1 and 2) 

It is estimated that the human brain consists of 1011 neurons and 3-5 times as many glial 
cells. One single neuron may have contacts with many thousand other neurons. Thus it is 
easy to understand that the human brain has the prerequisites for extensive communication 
with both the surrounding milieu and with other neurons within the brain. Glutamate is the 
most frequent excitatory transmitter, which is also involved in mental activities including 
learning and memory formation. When the transmitter has fulfilled its functions at the post-
synaptic neuron, it must be removed to allow new impulse traffic. The astrocytes, the 
prominent supporting cell type in the CNS, regulate the extracellular glutamate levels 
([Glu]ec) and are thus responsible for clearing the extracellular space from excessive 
glutamate. It is generally considered that the [Glu]ec has to be maintained at approximately 

1–3 M in order to avoid excitotoxic actions of glutamate on neurons (Choi, 1992), and also 
to assure a high signal-to-noise ratio (high precision) in normal glutamate 
neurotransmission (Yudkoff et al., 1993). The astrocytes express high-affinity Na+-
dependent electrogenic transporters: the glutamate aspartate transporter (GLAST) and 
glutamate transporter 1 (GLT-1) which are most abundantly located on astrocyte processes 
surrounding synapses of glutamatergic neurons (Danbolt, 2001). GLT-1 is today considered 
as the most important transporter for removal and regulation of [Glu]ec at synaptic 
transmission. GLT-1 is expressed on astrocytes only in the presence of glutamatergic 
neurons (Björklund et al., 2010), and the amount and efficiency increase when there is a high 
neuronal activity (Perego et al., 2000) (figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Glutamate is released from the presynaptic terminal and affects postsynaptic 
glutamate receptors (left; upper figure). Thereafter glutamate is rapidly removed from the 
synaptic region by surrounding astroglial cells. A diminished astroglial glutamate uptake 
capacity leads to a decreased precision (signal-to-noise ratio) in the glutamatergic 
transmission (left; middle and lower figure). Astroglial networks that support neuronal 
glutamate signaling are shown to the right in the figures. (modified from Hansson & 
Rönnbäck, 2004 and drawn by Eva Kraft, Gothenburg, Sweden) 
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Let us make a simplified description of the situation around a neuron that is active in a 
mental process. This neuron is connected to other neurons in a network and signals are 
propagated from and to other neurons (figure 2). The propagation depends on the state of a 
number of synapses on the cell body and on the processes so that the neuron is polarized in 
a suitable way. 

A great number of synapses could be activated in this process. Astroglial processes reach 
every synapse, and the astroglial cells regulate glutamate and ion levels in the synaptic cleft to 
set the proper sensitivity for an action potential (Hansson & Rönnbäck, 1995; 2003; Hertz & 
Zielke, 2004). When the astroglial cells take up glutamate their cell volume will increase 
somewhat, primarily due to osmosis, and normally this limited swelling is restored when the 
glutamate is transformed within the astroglial cell. If we perform intense mental activity, the 
neuron is reactivated frequently and the restoration done by the astrocytes will be delayed. In 
this situation the astrocytes can recruit help from other, nearby situated, astrocytes. The 
number of adjacent, activated neurons may also increase prominently. This may limit the 
support that can be provided from nearby astrocytes. If there is an intense neuronal activity for 
a longer period of time, the astroglial support can reach a state of saturation in which the 
transport capacity of extracellular substances is limited due to e.g. decreased extracellular 
space. As a consequence the neuronal polarization level will be continuously high, action 
potentials will be spontaneously triggered, and the mental precision will probably decrease – 
we experience fatigue. After a short break, however, we are mentally ready for new activities, 
or ready to continue the previously performed mental work.  

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of neuronal networks consisting of the nerve cells A-G (red) under 
physiological conditions (left figure). Cell A activates (yellow) B synaptically whereafter C, 
and later D is activated. Surrounding astroglial cells (blue) recognize the neuronal activity 
and interact with the neurons. The result will be that the “specific” response is carried 
forwards. 
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After a brain injury or other brain disorder (right figure) there could be a sprouting, which 
results in the activation of both neurons D and E by neuron C. Through the mechanism of 
glutamate “spill-over”, and also due to the slightly increased level of extracellular 
glutamate, neuron G will be activated, which in turn lead to the activation of neuron B. The 
overall result will be activation of larger neuronal circuits, astroglial swelling, and 
“unspecific” signalling in addition to the “specific” one. Thus, the “noise” in the signaling is 
somewhat increased. The increased swelling of the glial cells further strengthens and 
reinforces these processes due to the decreased extracellular space. 

6. Impaired astroglial glutamate uptake capacity in neuroinflammation 

After brain injury the GLT-1 expression is down-regulated and the glutamate uptake 
impaired (Torp et al., 1995; Rao et al., 1998; Szymocha et al., 2000; Legay et al., 2003; Yi et al., 
2004; Persson & Rönnbäck, 2012). The mechanisms underlying this down-regulation are not 
fully understood. The GLT-1 protein is sensitive for oxidative stress due to its content of 
cysteins that are sensitive to oxidative formation of cystein bridges. Furthermore, GLT-1 is 
sensitive to the acidic milieu and the pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-alpha and IL-1beta 
(for ref, see Rönnbäck & Hansson, 2004).  

7. Cellular mechanisms underlying mental fatigue – a hypothesis (figure 3) 

If the astroglial fine-tuning of [Glu]ec is impaired, there would be decreased precision in the 

glutamate signalling. This is, according to our hypothesis, the basic cellular disturbance 

underlying the impaired concentration and memory capacity, which we experience as 

cognitive or mental fatigue (see Rönnbäck & Hansson, 2004). As a consequence, the signals 

taken into the brain will be handled in a less distinct way, resulting in ambiguous 

information. Due to its indistinct character, more information will be recognized as “new” 

by sensory brain centers, and will therefore be allowed to travel to the cerebral cortex and be 

processed there. The overall result may be that more, and larger, neuronal circuits would be 

activated over time (figure 2). With impaired GLT-1 function, local [Glu]ec could increase.  

In CNS infections or inflammations, meningitis or encephalitis, pro-inflammatory cytokines 

are produced due to microglial activation (Andersson et al., 2005), and as GLT-1 is sensitive 

to TNF-alpha and also IL-1beta, the astroglial glutamate uptake capacity is impaired. 

Locally increased [Glu]ec could give rise to astroglial swelling, whereby the extracellular 

space shrinks (Sykova, 2001). The result would be disturbed fine-tuning of the glutamate 

signaling, and impaired transport of substances in the extracellular space (volume 

transmission). Astroglial swelling would give rise to relative depolarization of the astroglial 

cell membrane, with a further decreased astroglial glutamate uptake capacity, and in 

addition, a decreased capacity of the astrocytes to remove [K+]ec. Even moderately increased 

(up to 8–10 mM) [K+]ec levels have been shown in experimental systems to inhibit glutamate 

release (Meeks & Mennerick, 2004). It should be noted that in states of decreased astroglial 

glutamate uptake capacity, even astroglial glucose uptake, and consequently the supply of 

metabolic substrates to the neurons, has been reported to decrease (see Hertz & Zielke, 

2004). In addition, glutamate release from the presynaptic terminals could decrease due to 

impaired glutamine supply of the neurons. The result will be metabolic exhaustion and 

thereby decreased transmission. 
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Fig. 3. A model for the development of mental fatigue due to brain disorder. Astroglial 
glutamate uptake capacity is impaired due to infection/inflammation, stroke or brain 
trauma (upper right in the figure). When there is an intense neuronal activity, this decreased 
capacity by the astroglial cells to clear extracellular glutamate levels could lead to impaired 
fine-tuning of glutamate and K+ levels around the neurons. The result might be impaired 
precision (signal-to-noise ratio) in the glutamatergic transmission. Astroglial swelling will 
further impair the regulation of neuroactive substances in the extracellular space due to 
decreased extracellular space volume. Furthermore, it is known from animal experiments 
that increased neuronal excitability in the frontal lobe impair the activities in the Locus 
Coeruleus and the Raphe nuclei (Sara & Hervé-Minvielle, 1995). If this is the case even in 
humans, we could have a neurobiological basis for decreased attention, which is commonly 
experienced by the patient, due to decreased dopamine, 5-HT and noradrenaline levels. The 
person (left in the figure) might experience information intake and processing to be less 
distinct and in combination with the impaired attention, experience mental fatigue upon 
mental activity. Secondary anxiety and stress could aggravate the symptoms by interaction 
with the glucocorticoid system, which is also known to interact with astroglial glutamate 
regulation (Zschocke et al. 2005; Persson & Rönnbäck, 2012; drawn by Eva Kraft, 
Gothenburg, Sweden) 

Our hypothesis, presented schematically in figure 3, can thus explain why persons with 
these mental fatigue symptoms could perform cognitive tasks well for short periods, but in 
situations with increased sensory stimulation, they become completely exhausted, and it 
takes a long time for them to recover their cognitive capacity.  
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8. Support for our hypothesis 

It is well accepted today that, in addition to meningitis or encephalitis, ischemia, TBI as well 
as degenerative disorders are associated to neuroinflammation with activation of microglial 
cells and the production of cytokines within the CNS (see e.g. Persson & Rönnbäck, 2012 for 
review). Even in states of no obvious neuronal damage, like major depression, lack of sleep, 
and so called sickness-behavior, where the mental fatigue could be very prominent, there is 
an inflammatory reaction in the brain with the production and release of cytokines (see e.g. 
Hashioka, 2011). From experimental systems it is also well-known that administration of 
interleukin (IL)-1 can result in decreased learning and memory capacity (Huang et al., 2010; 
Imamura et al., 2011). In this respect it is of utmost interest to note that in states with long-
term pain, in which the permeability of the BBB is shown to be increased, inflammatory 
activity with the production and release of cytokines in the CNS is also demonstrated. From 
a clinical point of view it is well known that these patients often suffer from mental fatigue 
(see also Hansson & Rönnbäck, 2004; Nijs et al., 2012). Thus, inflammation within the CNS 
with activation of microglial cells and the production of inflammatory mediators may be 
one mechanism underlying the mental fatigue, in which one cellular mechanism may be an 
impaired astroglial glutamate regulation. It is a well-known fact that this regulation is 
sensitive to inflammatory mediators. Furthermore, Lange and co-workers (2005) 
demonstrated that difficulties in cognitive functions in persons suffering from Chronic 
Fatigue Syndrome are not only related to poor motivation, but indeed they provided 
evidence that these persons used increased neural resource allocation when they are 
processing more complex auditory information. This is also in line with our suggestions. A 
further support of biological origin for at least some portion of fatigue in persons with CNS 
inflammation, especially SLE, was reported by Harboe and co-workers (2008) who found 
fatigue associated with cerebral white matter hyperintensities.   

9. Can mental fatigue be treated? 

Pathologic mental fatigue can be induced by CNS infections, inflammations or irreparable 
neuronal injuries. This is the case in MS, stroke and TBI, as well as in degenerative 
disorders. In these states it is of utmost importance to start treatment early, before new 
neural inter-connections are established (see Dancause et al., 2005; Hansson & Rönnbäck, 
2003). It is important to diminish the risk for secondary anxiety. After infections or mild TBI, 
the mental fatigue can be prominent even in the absence of significant neuronal injury. Early 
information about the often good prognosis of the disorder is therefore important. In 
addition, it is important for the person to learn about the symptoms and his/her own 
possibilities to limit the symptoms for instance by avoiding stress, and thereby avoid getting 
into mental exhaustion. Drugs which inhibit inflammation and cell swelling might be of 
value if our hypothesis turns out to be correct. Furthermore, inhibition of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines is probably of value in order to strengthen the glutamate uptake capacity by the 
astroglial cells. Such drugs do not exist in the market today and it is interesting to note that 
late results have shown that local glutamate levels dictates adenosine receptor regulation of 
neuroinflammation (Dai et al., 2010) suggesting the requirement of a fine-tuning of drugs 
being effective in the treatment of mental fatigue. However, promising results at least 
concerning the wakefulness were reported by Rabkin and co-workers (2011) using 
Armodafinil. We have tested a mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) program on 
stroke or TBI victims with promising results (Johansson et al., in preparation). It has to be 
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investigated whether such therapy is valuable even for persons suffering from long-lasting 
mental fatigue after a meningitis or encephalitis. 

10. Conclusion 

Fatigue, especially mental fatigue, is common in states with infection or inflammation in the 
central nervous system (CNS) (Schmidt et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2010) as well as after a stroke 
(Choi-Kwon & Kim, 2011) or in degenerative diseases as Parkinson´s disease (Friedman et 
al., 2011). For most persons the fatigue attenuates timely in parallel with the alleviation of 
the infection, but in a number of persons the mental fatigue may remain over months or 
years, even after recovery from the infection. Characteristic for this mental fatigue is that the 
person is able to be mentally active just for short periods, and a prominent fatigability may 
arise upon even moderate mental activity. Typically the recovery time, i.e. the time to get 
the mental energy back, is long. It may be difficult for the person to go back to work, as our 
high-technology society with its increasing demands on peoples´ mental capacity does not 
accept anything but full engagement, even over time. 

From a neurobiological point of view, the mental fatigue could be due to impairment of 
information processing capacity in the brain. Information processing is energy consuming 
and requires wide-spread and specific neural signaling. In states of brain dysfunction the 
information processing capacity is reduced. 

In meningitis or encephalitis there is a neuro-inflammation with production of cytokines 
and other inflammatory compounds. It is well known that several of these substances 
impair the astroglial capacity to remove glutamate from the extracellular space. Glutamate 
signaling is essential for information processing in the brain, including learning and 
memory formation. Astroglial cells are responsible for the fine-tuning of extracellular 
glutamate which is considered necessary to keep a high efficiency in the information 
handling within the CNS.  

We here extend our previously presented hypothesis on probable cellular mechanisms 
underlying mental fatigue after brain trauma and suggest that a remaining slightly impaired 
astroglial glutamate handling may at least partly explain long-lasting mental fatigue after 
recovery from a meningitis or encephalitis. The reason that the mental fatigue may be long-
lasting in a number of such victims, but far from all, is not known (see Wait & Schoeman, 
2010). Genetic or pre-morbid factors or states could be of importance (see also Lundin et al., 
2006; Loeb et al., 2008).   
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